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Brexit, Health Care and the NHS .....................1
Brexit and Human Resources and
Organisational Development ..........................1

NHS European Office. Brexit and the NHS.
The NHS European Office is playing a
key role in analysing the implications
of the UK’s vote to leave the EU on the
NHS, enabling NHS organisations and
senior decision-makers to make
informed decisions about next steps.
[ Link ]

Brexit - Other Resources .................................2
NHS Providers. Brexit Resources.
A current awareness update service from the
Library & Knowledge Service on Human
Resource [HR] and Organizational
Development [OD] topics. If you know anyone
who could benefit from receiving this please
forward through your networks or eMail ecntr.stafflibrary@nhs.net.

Brexit, Health Care and the
NHS
Health Foundation. Brexit Resources.
Comment and analysis on Brexit from
the Health Foundation Blogs and
Publications.
[ Link ]
King’s Fund. Brexit. Our work on the impact
of Britain's exit from the European Union on
the NHS and social care.
The King’s Fund hub for resources
analysis and comment on Brexit.
[ Link ]
NHS Employers. Brexit and the NHS
workforce.
Resource to provide information on
developments in the Brexit process as
they arise and to signpost the support
and information you needed
throughout this process. [ Link ]
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Brexit news and briefing papers for
NHS Trust managers and leaders.
[ Link ]
Nuffield Trust. Brexit and the NHS.
Comment and briefing papers on the
impact of Brexit on the NHS. [ Link ]

Brexit and Human Resources
and Organisational
Development
CIPD. Brexit Hub.
A one stop website for comment and
analysis on Brexit from a human
resource and organisational
development perspective. The Brexit
Hub signposts resources from the
CIPD. [ Link ]
PwC. Brexit – A key role for HR People and
organisation issues to consider following the
EU referendum.
A summary report of the keys areas
and issues with possible actions for
human resource professionals and
departments to take to prepare for
Brexit. [ Link ]
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Brexit - Other Resources
BBC News. Brexit.
Daily news on Brexit from the BBC
News website. [ Link ]

News and analysis on Brexit from a
business perspective from the IoD.
[ Link ]
Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA). BREXiT

CBI. Brexit News.
Explore the latest Brexit news with the
CBI. With an information network that
includes around 200,000 UK
businesses of various sizes and
industries, we provide a diverse range
of news on Brexit and its implications.
CBI updates cover Article 50, hard and
soft Brexit news and when the UK will
leave the EU. The CBI also create
reports on related factors, such as the
evolving UK-EU relationship. [ Link ]
The Conversation. Brexit.
Coverage of Brexit from an
independent source of news and
views, sourced from the academic and
research community. [ Link ]
Department for Exiting the European Union.
Brexit.
The official Government website for
Brexit contains news updates on the
negotiations and the full text of official
documents and briefing papers.
[ Link ]
Elsevier (Publisher). Brexit Resource Centre.
Information on Brexit and its impact
on research and education. All content
is free to access. [ Link ]
The Guardian. Brexit.

Commentary and analysis from the
IEA, a policy think tank. [ Link ]
Plymouth University. The Institute for Social,
Policy and Enterprise Research (iSPER) Brexit
Series.
Analysis of Brexit from the Institute for
Social, Policy and Enterprise Research
based at Plymouth University covering
aspects of Brexit including healthcare.
[ Link ]
UK in a Changing Europe. The authoritative
source for independent research on UK-EU
relations.
Funded by the Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC), and based at
King’s College London, the Initiative
explores the key aspects of UK and EU
dynamics including healthcare. [ Link ]
UK Parliament. Brexit: next steps of UK’s
withdrawal from the EU.
UK Parliament’s analysis of how
leaving the EU will affect different
policy areas in the UK including health
and social care. [ Link ]

Contact
eMail ecn-tr.stafflibrary@nhs.net
Twitter @TheStaffLibrary
Web: Link

News, opinion and analysis with daily
updates on Brexit from the Guardian
newspaper. [ Link ]
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Institute of Directors. Brexit Hub.
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